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Housing exotic
materials 
The collection is being estab-
lished by Professor Mark
Miodownik, with a Fellowship
award of £69,000 from the
National Endowment for
Science,Technology & the Arts
(NESTA), investors in UK creativ-
ity and innovation.
Miodownik has a decade of
experience in material science
research, is lecturer at Kings
College, London, and holds
research contracts with no less
than Sandia Labs. His focus has
been on the theories that govern
material behaviour for strength,
flexibility, 'smartness' or fatigue.
Just now he is pioneering a new
module, 'Engineering Art' to
encourage playfulness and
inquisitiveness in scientists.
His aim is to develop a compre-
hensive collection of all new,
exotic and technologically
advanced materials. Most have
never been seen by non-special-
ists, being unsuccessful proto-
types, uneconomic to produce,
or having no obvious applica-
tion. Witness polymer gels that
expand 1000-fold when water is
added, ceramic wafers that cut
ice like butter, or sensory metals
that respond to sound.
The collection is to be housed at
the "NESTA Engineering Art Lab"
at Kings College, after a series of
trips to research labs worldwide
to discover the latest in material
sciences and collect samples.
Photography
illuminates 
In a recent article on The
Science Image, Megan Vandre,
associate editor, Technology
Review, focuses on the work of
photographer Felice Frankel,
whose photographs illuminate
scientific research, even suggest
ing new research directions.
In a project with MIT’s chemistry
professor Moungi Bawendi,
Frankel helped the scientific
images better reflect actual
research results. The work was
on nanocrystals of cadmium
selenide, which emit coloured
light when exposed to UV. Back
in 2000, research showed that
changing the size of the nanocrys-
tals, altered the wavelength and
the colour of the emitted light.
But it was Frankel who created
the images of the nanocrystals
suspended in liquid, faithfully
representing their amazing fluo-
rescence. The problem she
faced was that saturated colours
did not photograph accurately.
To correct the film's failings, the
researchers worked with her to
adjust the colours on a digital
scan of the image, matching the
computer screen colours to the
fluorescent liquids.
The process made the image
"more real," and ultimately, pro-
vided a photo of the brilliantly
coloured vials.The photo com-
position, which Frankel insisted
on, did not show the liquids in a
variety of different-sized contain-
ers, as researchers originally
wanted, but in identical vials.
Her reasoning: "If you want the
viewer to look only at the
colour, which is what the sci-
ence is about, you cannot show
anything else but the colour"
Different shapes would have
complicated the image she adds.
Frankel's new column and
images in the American
Scientist are a first attempt to
provide explanations of how
what is photographed is really
made, teaching the basic facts
about scientific imaging, such as
SEM images of subatomic-level
phenomena are always black
and white and astronomy pic-
tures are often presented with
filter colours for clarity.
Frankel is now proposing a plan
to encourage students to dis-
cover visual languages with an
initiative (still waiting on fund-
ing) that would incorporate
visual thinking into lecture
courses and recitation sessions;
introducing a freshman seminar
on visual representation and an
outreach programme for high-
school teachers; offering under-
graduate research opportunities
in imaging & graphical repre-
sentation; sponsoring a labora-
tory where students and staff
share ideas and equipment.
Visual conversations bring peo-
ple together notes Frankel. The
result is increased curiosity about
science for all who see the initia-
tive's results. In the final analysis,
eliciting curiosity is one of the
things Frankel does best.
A talent that flies in the face of
the "purist" belief in the "recti-
linear/gray Protestant ideal" of
imagery. "She has suggested,"
says Harvard University chemist
George Whitesides "that science
can and, in some circumstances,
should be beautiful as well as
interesting.’ With a little effort
and substantial skill, it is still
possible to make even modern,
high-technology science as 
beautiful to everyone, as birds
were to Audubon.’
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Around III-Vs
Judging by the amount of III-Vs developments which have resulted from happy 'accidents,' playful-
ness and inquisitiveness are useful in any R&D environment. So a unique laboratory space in the
UK that will bring together a collection of new and advanced materials, introducing new avenues
to traditional scientific research may be worth keeping an eye on.
Fluorescent nanocrystals float in rod-
shaped vials, emitting colour under
ultraviolet light
“I go to conferences where some-
one will describe some amazing
material, but you never get to 
handle a piece. I've always thought:
'Wouldn't it be great to collect sam-
ples of them all?'”
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